The words **cereal** and **serial** sound exactly the same, but they have very different meanings.

**Cereal** is a breakfast food made from roasted grain that you typically eat with milk.

examples: Mason poured himself a bowl of **cereal** for breakfast. What is your favorite kind of breakfast **cereal**?

**Serial** refers to something that takes part in a series or sequence.

examples: The **serial** number on the box of rice is located under the bar code. Please provide the **serial** number of the product you wish to return.

Write the word **cereal** or **serial** in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

5. Would you rather have __________________ or French toast for breakfast?

6. I really don’t like to eat __________________.

7. Any book that is a part of a series can be called a _____________.

8. Mrs. Aiken wrote ________________ on her grocery list.

9. The books are arranged in ________________ order.

10. What kind of ________________ does Juan like to eat?
The words **cereal** and **serial** sound exactly the same, but they have very different meanings.

**Cereal** is a breakfast food made from roasted grain that you typically eat with milk.

examples: Mason poured himself a bowl of **cereal** for breakfast.
What is your favorite kind of breakfast **cereal**?

**Serial** refers to something that takes part in a series or sequence.

examples: The **serial** number on the box of rice is located under the bar code.
Please provide the **serial** number of the product you wish to return.

Write the word **cereal** or **serial** in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

1. Bella eats a bowl of **cereal** before she goes to school each day.
2. Can you read me the **serial** number on our refrigerator?
3. How many digits are in the **serial** number?
4. Grandma always keeps Heather's favorite **cereal** at her house for when she sleeps over.
5. Would you rather have **cereal** or French toast for breakfast?
6. I really don't like to eat **cereal**.
7. Any book that is a part of a series can be called a **serial**.
8. Mrs. Aiken wrote **cereal** on her grocery list.
9. The books are arranged in **serial** order.
10. What kind of **cereal** does Juan like to eat?